
 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2020-2021 



FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Annual General Meeting 2020-2021 
Sunday 16th May 2021 7.30pm 
AGENDA 

# Item

1 Opening Reading / Prayer - Arnold Woolley

2 Apologies

3 Welcome

4 Minutes of previous AGM meeting

5 Chair’s Report

6 District Commissioner’s / Deputy District Commissioners Report

7 Presentation of Accounts

8 Approval of District Commissioner’s nomination for Chair - Arnold Woolley

9 Election of Treasurer  
Election of Secretary

10 Election of District Committee

11 District Commissioner’s nomination of members of Executive Committee 

12 Election of Young Members (18-25yrs) to Executive Committee 
James Reynolds

13 Election of any co-opted members to the District Executive Committee

14 Election of Representative from District to the Area Committee 
Elved Gray-Jones

15 Nomination of Auditors



FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT GROUP EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Annual General Meeting Minutes 2019-2020 
Friday 5th February 2021 
7.30pm 
via zoom 

Present: Daniel Campbell, Gareth Roberts, Allan Roberts, Alan Henshaw, Dan Reynolds,  Sheila Dawson, 
Mike Dawson, Arnold Woolley, Mike Bowen, Jerry Sommerton, Lena Heaps, Elved Gray-Jones, Tamsin 
Harrison-Royle, Dave Jones, Gareth Roberts, Paul Wright, Gill Hewitt, Sam Gregory, Roger Smith, Janet 
Joynson-Crosby, Gareth Sandilands, Ian Challinor, Laura Callaghan. 
Apologies: Rhian Roberts, Steve Love, Rob Benyon, Lisa Reynolds,  

Meeting continued on from AGM. 

# Item Actions

1 Opening Reading/Prayer  
Scout Lord Prayer

2 Welcome 
Dan Campbell Welcomes Everyone to the meeting. 
Arnold Woolley - Welcomes all to the meeting - although 
belated it’s nice to see everyone in attendance.  Lesser 
organisations would have crumpled under the strain of the 
past year, but we are here and very commendable too. 
Of note - the accounts run 2019/20 and the majority of 
tonights proceedings will be done retrospectively.

3 Apologies 
As Above 

4 Minutes of previous AGM meeting 
Page by Page - all agreed.

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

5 Chair’s Report 
The report is included within the report for ref.  It contains 
history of the past year and a good basis to go through to the 
hard year ahead.

Move - Dan Reynolds  
2nd - Allan Roberts 
All Agreed



6 District Commissioner’s Report 
Again - contained within the report for reference.  The District 
managed a time of absence between the transition of DCs 
and several standing downs.  Many Thanks to those who 
have stood up and into roles to help in the short term.

Move - Alan 
Henshaw  
2nd - Mike Bowen 
All Agreed

7 Presentation of Accounts 
Accounts appear at the back of the report. 
Income & Expenditure - this looks a little strange and reports 
a loss for 2019 but is actually a profit.  An arrears payment 
from Chester Swimming Baths has been paid so this is all 
now up to date.  Small surplus of £599 for 2019. 
Income - District Levy increase - members went up. 
International Support has fallen from £2.40 per head in 2018 
to £1.25 in 2019.  No levy for international travel during 
2020. 
Consolidation Fund - fall of just over £1000. £4960 paid out 
towards projects within the District. 
Assets & Liabilities - Building society a/c increased due to 
transfer of funds. 
Loans - Sandycroft/Mancot now fully settled and Flint Scout 
Group continuing to clear loan. 

Allan Roberts - would like to express his thanks on behalf of 
the Group/District for all his hard work through his role as 
Treasurer.  Arnold Woolley echos this statement. 
 

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Jerry 
Sommerton 
All Agreed

8 Approval of District Commissioner’s nomination for Chair 
Daniel Campbell nominates Arnold Woolley as Chair*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

10 Election of Treasurer 
Daniel Campbell nominates Gareth Roberts as Treasurer*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

Election of Secretary  
Daniel Campbell nominates Laura Callaghan as Secretary*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

Election of District Committee 
Allan Roberts, Elved Gray-Jones, Mike Allport, Jerry 
Sommerton and Alan Henshaw will continue in their roles as 
elected members of the Executive Committee.*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed



Meeting closed 19:54 

District Commissioner’s nomination of members of 
Executive Committee. 
Dan Reynolds, Helena Heaps, Eric Gardener, Lisa Reynolds, 
Mike Bowen will continue in their roles as nominated 
members of the committee.*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

Election of Young Members (18-25yrs) to Executive 
Committee 
James Reynolds continues in this role.*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed

Election of Representative from District to the Area 
Committee 
Elved Gray-Jones - is happy to continue in this role.*

Move - Allan Roberts 
2nd - Elved Gray-
Jones 
All Agreed 
*with these elections 
being retrospective 
elections were done 
collectively.

Nomination of Auditors 
Mclintocks Partnership Limited Chartered Accountants 

Move: Arnold 
Woolley 
2nd : Dan Campbell 
All agreed






FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS  
CHAIR’S REPORT FOR 2020-2021 

 
I am certain that I do not have to remind anyone of the existence of the Covid-19 
Pandemic which has impacted both tragically and disruptively upon humanity right across 
the entire world since December of 2019, when it first emerged in China. Regrettably, 
Scouting, along with all other aspects of society, has carried its share of that disruption 
and in some cases been affected by illness, death and loss of family income which has 
gone along with the downturn in our national and indeed global economy. 
 
As I stated at this time last year and am not ashamed to repeat, here in Flintshire, just as 
elsewhere in the UK, what was the traditional pattern in which Scouting functioned prior 
to the Pandemic, has been swept aside. Scouting had to re-organise, at short notice, to 
observe the essential need to keep our members and participants and their families, safe 
and well as the Pandemic progressed here in the UK.  
 
However, despite the setbacks caused by the still-ongoing Pandemic, Scouting in the UK 
took a sensible step back, peered into the then future and came up promptly with the 
introduction of the pattern of activities entitled “The Great Indoors”.  That set out better 
than 100 genuinely Scouting Activities all of which could be indulged in both enjoyably 
and safely, within the four walls of the family home.  From reports coming to me, the 
ample take-up of those Great Indoors activities does great credit to members at all levels 
and to their families. 
 
Now, as I compile this report, at the beginning of May, there definitely is a light at the end 
of the Covid-19 tunnel.  A light which is steadily, if a little slowly, becoming brighter as 
days and weeks pass.   Scouting in Wales is working with the Wales Government for the 
purpose of moving Scouting in Wales to a Yellow readiness level as of 3rd May.  In 
anticipation of further progress, Risk Assessments for the expected return to Face To Face 
Outdoor Meetings for District Groups have been successfully completed by all except 3 of 
our Groups. Hopefully, by the time readers get to digest this annual report, we shall be 
beyond that Yellow status and heading for a glorious Green.  
 
Inevitably, Flintshire has not escaped from the damaging impacts of the Pandemic upon 
membership numbers.  With family incomes depressed by the application of furlough 
arrangements in the working environment, or even the closure of entities with a greater 
impact on the level of family incomes, this District has suffered a downsizing of some 17% 



in membership numbers across all levels.  
 
The past year has seen the final retirement of our long-served Secretary, Mrs. May 
Castrey, who has graciously accepted the invitation to become Flintshire Scout District’s 
Honorary President.  Mrs. Laura Callaghan has kindly stepped forward into the Secretary’s 
position. 
Another loss of a long-served member has been the recent stepping down from the 
Executive Committee of Mr. Mike Allport.   I am grateful to be able to record that the 
several other members of your Executive Committee have agreed to remain in position for 
the coming year. Although not able to meet face to face, all of our scheduled Executive 
Committee meetings have gone ahead using a webinar platform. 
It also gives me great pleasure to record that during this past difficult year a great deal of 
physical improvement work has been put in by an assortment of members, led and 
encouraged by Mr. Eric Gardner, at our Gladstone Centre location.     

Arnold Woolley 
District Chair 

  



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
DISTRICT COMMISSIONER / DEPUTY DISTRICT COMMISSIONER 
REPORT 2020-2021 

Another year and it continues to be a great privilege to serve Scouting in Flintshire, Wales 
and as part of UK Scouting.  We are beginning to see the green shoots of recovery out of 
the pandemic and the response from members, volunteers, leaders and the wider 
community is one of relief and anticipation.     

Through the pandemic, Scouting in Flintshire has continued to demonstrate resilience, 
leading the way for others both in the region and nationally. We have not rested on our 
laurels or given up, rather we have sought to make the most of the situation.  For example, 
Scouts from Flintshire have popped up in training sessions all over the country, much to 
the surprise of those delivering it.  It is simple acts like this that have set us up for 
continued success.  

Our use of digital this past year has left us in a strong position. Yes, it is true that our 
membership of both young people and adult volunteers has reduced but the impact has 
been much less than experienced nationally which reflects the strength of the district and 
the hard work of everyone involved.  Given the renewed interest in Scouting nationally 
and our excellent programme we feel confident that we will see our numbers quickly 
return in Flintshire. 

It is right that to live in a pandemic means we face uncertainty every single day. 
Sometimes we don’t even realise our brain is constantly and unconsciously exploring the 
world of “what ifs”.  This uncertainty slowly drains our batteries without us realising. 
Frankly, it has been exhausting at times.    Often there have been no easy answers, but 
taking a deep breath and solving one problem at a time has helped us to focus on the 
opportunities and seek a way forward.  

As a collective, Flintshire Scouts have supported each other and continues to do so.  We 
are excited to begin exploring the simple pleasure of meeting in person rather than 
through a screen, whilst still blending it with our digital programme.   Our success will be 
mixed, and our efforts a work in progress.  Yet we still feel pride, hope and optimism for 
the future, as the determination of our leaders and young members remains undiminished. 
The path ahead of us is not easy, but we will succeed because we dare to keep going and 
never give up. 



We will continue to take the best of what we have had before Coronavirus and build on 
that, using the creativity, fortitude and collective effort from all of us. We will continue to 
adapt, innovate and grow as a movement. We will blend our past, and present 
experiences, fuse our digital with the interpersonal, to be agile in thought and delivery, 
and above all to make an impact.   Our values will continue to guide us now, and into the 
future. 

Because young people, whose lives affected by the pandemic need us now more than 
ever to gain the skills they need to succeed. 

And that will continue to be our focus.       

Daniel Campbell & Daniel Reynolds 
District Commissioner & Deputy District Commissioner 

 
 



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
YOUTH COMMISSIONER REPORT 2020-2021 

Well, we have had a rocky time recently, but as we get back to some normality it's a good 
time to look back and reflect on what we have been getting up to as Scouts. 

Scouting has been slightly different, but our values have stayed the same 
( Integrity, Respect, Care, Belief & Co-operation ) and with determination and 
perseverance our young people and volunteers have archived so much from Top awards 
to Wood badges. Across Wales we have seen Youth Shaped Scouting in so many 
different ways that haven't stopped from digital Area Youth Forums looking at topics from 
International to their local campsite renovation working with external providers to young 
people shaping their digital Scouts Cymru Sessions that have been taking place. Also, 
young leaders taking the lead within their sections running digital and socially distanced 
activities and beavers to explorers not only shaping their Scouting experience but also 
deriving it themselves too which is amazing!  

Youth Commissioners across the nation have been working hard supporting local Scouting 
to ensure all young people and adults work in partnership to ensure that young people's 
voices are heard and most importantly listened to. Youth Commissioners have been 
representing Scouts Cymru at government round table event as well as helping with 
Scouts Cymru Projects, with lots of opportunities for them to get involved in different 
ways. Youth Commissioners have been receiving support calls from group Sessions with 
an external leadership coach giving them tips, hints and tons of advice, they also have the 
opportunity for one-to-one support calls with Kris and Callum the Youth Commissioners 
for Wales, to talk about what's going well, what they are struggling with and what's their 
next steps as a youth commissioner. They also have support days from Wales Youth 
commissioners as well as a national support day and update calls from UK Youth 
Commissioner and his team. 

If you want to invite a member of the Scouts Cymru Team to visit your section or event 
and join in, Here is the request form below https://t.co/zsYCvukd9P 

I hope you all will join me on the 4th July 2021 for the nation’s first ever national Thank 
You Day. It’s about saying thank you to all those in our communities who’ve helped us 
through the crisis so far. Whether it’s our amazing Scout volunteers, our neighbours for 
checking we were okay, the delivery drivers who kept food on the shelves, or the young 
people for learning from home. 

https://t.co/zsYCvukd9P


Young people are at the heart of everything we do in Scouting but Scouting wouldn’t be 
possible without the amazing volunteers. Thank you / Diolch for everything you have 
done, you change young people’s life’s, you give them skills that school don’t, you offer 
them opportunity’s they will remember for the rest of their life. You make a difference!  

Kris Hall 
Youth Commissioner of Wales 






FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
DISTRICT BEAVER SECTION REPORT 2020-2021 

Beaver Leaders over the last year have persevered and worked hard to keep Beavers 
going during these unprecedented times. Zoom has become the norm and the amazing 
Beaver Leaders of Flintshire have risen to the challenge magnificently. We have seen 
online sleepovers, group activity days and a wide range of activities and sessions taking 
place. Flintshire Beavers have continued to work towards badges from home involving 
parents, siblings and all manner of family members.  

As a team we have tried to stay in contact as much as possible, as well as team meetings 
every term, we have tried to get together for ‘drop in sessions’ over Zoom every 6 weeks 
or so. This has given the Leaders the opportunity to vent any issues and to share ideas 
which has proved invaluable over the last year. 

Now with the return of face to face Scouting we are hoping that the gradual return to 
normal Scouting will give us the opportunity to start planning and looking forward to 
getting together in a safe and fun environment where the Beavers can once again become 
the loudest section in Flintshire! 

Yours in Scouting 

Rhian Roberts 
Assistant District Commissioner Beavers 



 

 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
DISTRICT CUBS SECTION REPORT 2020-2021 

2020 has seen a new way in which cub leaders have risen to the challenge to continue 
providing scouting to their sections. The majority of groups have had meetings either by 
zoom or face to face, when allowed. Communication to parent/carers has been via social 
media platforms, phone calls, email or text and activity packs have been delivered to cubs 
when it has been safe to do so. Leaders have been imaginative in how to adapt and 
deliver badge requirements and cubs have therefore still been able to earn their badges 
and also achieve the Chief Scouts Silver Awards. Cubs have also been able to earn JOTT 
and Nights Away badges too by hiking with their families and having ‘virtual camps’. 
Feedback from parents/carers has been positive in how leaders have continued to provide 
cub meetings and how it has helped our cubs through this difficult time. 

Unfortunately due to other commitments, Tamsin decided to step down as ADC Cubs and 
cubs had no one in this role. A big ‘Thank You’ to Tamsin for taking on the role and to the 
support she is still providing to the cub sections. As a District Leader I felt the need for cub 
leaders to re-connect so I arranged a district cub leaders meeting. It was lovely to see 
other leaders even if it was via zoom. Somehow taking this step I realised that maybe I 
could ‘hold the fort’ until a new ADC Cubs could be found. Having taken advice from 
Tamsin and Sue Lloyd, Dan - DDC ended up having a chat with me, which has resulted in 
my District Leader role being ‘upgraded’ to ADC Cubs. I know this will be a big learning 
curve for me but I plan to do my best in this role.  

It was not until March 2021 that the district cub leaders had a meeting and leaders were 
able to discuss how their groups were doing and what issues needed addressing. The 
main areas of concern were the loss of cubs, the loss of leaders and how this will affect 
being able to run face to face meetings and lack of communication. Two groups have been 
having joint meetings to ensure that there have been enough leaders available. The 
Gladstone Centre and scout huts with outdoors areas have also been used by groups who 
have been unable to meet at their normal meeting places. Going forward my priority is to 
support leaders to continue their face to face meetings and to help leaders who are 
restarting face to face meetings.  

District events that were planned for 2020, following the first meeting of the District Cubs 
Youth Team, are now on hold until regulations allow for these activities to safely take 



place. ‘A Cubs Wonders of Wales’ - What makes Wales special though the eyes of our 
cubs, is a photograph competition to design a postcard, presently being run. The 12 
winning entries will be made into 2022 calendars to be sold to raise funds. An outdoor 
movie evening and a District Cubs Fun Day are also events that we plan to hold once we 
are able to meet safely together in larger numbers. 

So ‘Thank You’ to my scouting family, for all that you do to support scouting in Flintshire 

☺  

Janet Joynson-Crosby  
Assistant District Commissioner Cubs    



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
DISTRICT BEAVER SECTION REPORT 2020-2021 

This year has seen the many changes to the way Scouting has been delivered continuing.  

As a section we have had to challenge the way we deliver Scouting remotely and this has 
taken shape in many ways. 

I am hugely grateful to all the Leaders and supporters who have assisted in delivering a 
varied and engaging program and I am sure they are happy to return to a more regular set 
of meetings, even with some restrictions.  

Hopefully we are nearing the return to normality and camping soon.   

Thank you,  

Michael Bailey 
Assistant District Commissioner Scouts 



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
DISTRICT EXPLORER SECTION REPORT 2020-2021 

2020 may have been a challenging & unexpected year for all of us, but I am proud to say 
that the Explorer section in Flintshire have remained optimistic and resilient in trying to 
keep our young people actively involved and engaging with Scouting. 

We had a brilliant start to the year, hosting our Annual Awards night at the Northop Hall 
Country Hotel where all units were represented, and we presented the explorers with 
their achievements from the previous 12 months – over 80 awards were given out in the 
course of the night! Before the world got turned upside down, we even managed to 
squeeze in a District Camp at Sandiway. This was our first district winter camp and is 
something we will look to repeat when safe to do so – a great weekend for 30+ explorers 
and what was particularly encouraging from the weekend was how the explorers from 
different units interacted with each other. 

Our final Face to Face district event of the year was back in March when we hosted the 
Big Fat Quiz of the Year at the Gladstone centre… less than 2 weeks after this and 
alongside the rest of the leaders in Scouting we were faced with the daunting task of 
having to move our programme online due to the lockdown restrictions. 

Most units continued to meet in an online capacity – zoom is our new best friend! During 
the summer months, with the relaxation of some of the restrictions, many of us were able 
to restart our units in an outdoor environment and this was very much welcomed by the 
explorers. Unfortunately, the year has not been without its losses – sadly due to a change 
in circumstances Elaine made the difficult decision to leave scouting which resulted in 
Valhalla explorers closing, although many of those explorers have transferred to 
neighbouring units. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Elaine for her 
commitment to Scouting since joining us as we opened Valhalla. But it is not all bad news 
– we have seen a new unit open, attached to Mynydd Isa, I am delighted to welcome Rich 
and his team to the Explorer Leadership Team, as they launch Echo explorers. A huge 
achievement to launch a new unit mid-pandemic… we look forward to meeting your 
explorers on district events in the future. 

Aside from the day to day programme, at the start of this year we have also made some 
difficult changes to the financial controls and administration of explorer units in Flintshire 
and I am now pleased to be able to confirm that all units are now financially independent 
of their host groups, with clear financial traceability back to the District Executive – a POR 
requirement. 



I am incredibly proud of how all our leaders & explorers have responded to the challenges 
of the last 12 months, despite very different work & home pressures on many of us, the 
way in which all explorer leaders stepped up to keep scouting alive online has been 
admirable. The team of explorer leaders have been instrumental in keeping their units 
together, giving the young people a platform to still interact with their peers. Whilst badge 
progression/ programme deliverance has understandably suffered – the fact we have 
continued to meet and offer social interaction to the explorers in a year of social distancing 
and keeping apart from friends is arguably more important than any badge we can offer 
and something our leaders should be incredibly proud of doing. 
Like everyone, I am looking forward to a brighter future where we can meet again face to 
face and get back to doing what we do best… providing a great & exciting programme to 
all our Explorers allowing them to reach their full potential. 

Steve Love 
District Explorer Scout Commissioner 



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
SCOUT ACTIVE SUPPORT AGM  REPORT  2020-2021 

Scout Active Support allows people to be involved in Scouting, and give their time on a 
flexible basis, without the full-time commitment of being a Leader. We provide a resource 
for Managers and event organisers of local Scouting, from our Group Scout Leaders and 
the various Commissioners to the local Camp Site Warden. 

Normally members help out at most of the District events each year.  On the second 
Saturday in May we join Scouts from all over the World for the Jamboree on the Trail hike, 
this has become our principal annual event with hundreds of Scouts and Supporters 
walking. 

This year we have unfortunately had to promote the family exercise walk idea again. 
Although the Covid restrictions are now less prohibitive, a full size district event is still well 
beyond the guidelines. 

The section provides a platform for Leaders who have stepped away from time-
consuming posts. People do not need to leave Scouting altogether, Scout Active Support 
Membership provides the means to stay involved. 

Jerry Sommerton                                                                                                                                                                             
Scout Active Support Manager 



 

THE GLADSTONE CENTRE 
WARDEN REPORT  2020-2021 

Very quiet year courtesy of Covid. 
 
Work has been carried out while it has been quiet. The Range is nearing completion, the 
grass has been laid and steel sheets fitted to the rear wall. Method for raising the Archery 
curtain has been discussed and should be erected soon. There is some cosmetic work to 
be done but hopefully we will have the Range ready for use shortly.  

Campfire circle seating has been replaced.  

Agility Course requires some repairs and materials have been purchased for the work to 
be done when bodies and time allows.  

No 1 Shed has been fitted out with equipment mounted on the walls and shelving fitted. It 
is a pleasure to walk in without having to climb over equipment lying on the floor.  

Other work in and around the Centre is also required. Any one who wishes to help should 
contact Phil Houghton or Mike Bowen, any help is appreciated.  

A huge Bravo to all who have been helping for the past few months. 
 
Bookings are coming in very fast and we have nearly a full booking for the rest of the year.  

A Smart meter has been fitted for the electricity, this will help to reduce our costs and with 
no more estimated readings.  

Accounts have been submitted to McLintocks for checking. Our bank balance is quite 
healthy but purchase of materials will soon slim it down, but we will start seeing some 
income in the next few weeks.  

Summer has been busy as usual, there were 5 cancellations of which 4 were managed to 
be filled. 
We have had no major funding so; at the moment we are holding fire on carrying out any 



improvements. We did try a Crowd Funding Scheme, but it does not seem to have been 
any success.  

Normal maintenance and where possible improvements have been carried out. There are 
several unfinished projects that were started but the weather was against us for any 
major work. We did get the access road fencing completed and is working successfully in 
stopping vehicles being driven onto the fields except in the marked entrances and exits. 
There is still a good deal of tidying to be done and could be carried out by Scouts as part 
of an award doing a Community Service.  

The accounts are stable and once we get paid owed invoices they will be in a much 
healthier state.  

Eric Gardner 
Gladstone Warden  



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
APPOINTMENT SECRETARY REPORT 2020-2021 

A different approach to Appointments this past year with the continued pandemic but still 
we have new leaders coming through which is great!  Since April 2020 we have 
successfully interviewed 26 new leaders or leaders changing roles, not as many as 
previous years but still a great achievement at this difficult time. This has been done 
virtually using WhatsApp video or Zoom and something I think we will continue to adopt 
where necessary even when ‘normality’ resumes. 

We have several dedicated committee members who rotate between themselves for each 
Appointments Interview.  My thanks go out to them all for their continued support through 
this difficult year, some choosing to wait until we get back to full face-to-face meetings 
rather than ‘virtual’ ones.  

Looking forward to seeing what the next 12 months brings! 

Sue Lloyd 
Appointments Secretary 






FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUTS 
LOCAL TRAINING MANAGER REPORT 2020-2021 

Again, a difficult year but great opportunities to continue training via Zoom from all over 
the country including ScoutsCymru which some leaders have taken up and thoroughly 
enjoyed.  This was something our training team couldn’t compete with so no point trying 
to ‘re-invent the wheel’ so to speak.  Thank you to Pat Royle who has kept us up to date 
searching the internet for training modules all over the country! 

Lots of changes to training in September 2020 and the Mandatory On Going Learning 
(MOGL) modules changing from 5 years to 3 years.  This is now being done as e-learning, 
therefore it has been much easier for new learners to complete their ‘Getting Started’ 
modules and previous leaders to renew theirs. 

As a District we aim to be 100% compliant with our MOGL training so regular updates 
each term are sent out to GSL’s & TA’s to chase up their learners and leaders who are 
coming up for re-newel.  We still have some outstanding modules but aim to be up to date 
soon with constant chasing. 

First Aid has taken on a new look, the need to firstly complete the learning part of Module 
10A via Zoom and then the practical part Module 10B at a later date.  This is due to start 
in June as face-to-face scouting has resumed.  A very big thank you to Dave Jones who 
has been extremely busy putting on courses month after month!  Still a lot of leaders in 
need and it will take a while to ‘catch up’! 

Yours in Scouting 

Sue Lloyd 
Local Training Manager 



 

FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL  
INDEPENDENT EXAMINERS REPORT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 

Page 1 
FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL 
 
INDEPENDENT EXAMINERS REPORT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020  
 
 
I report to the members on my examination of the accounts of Flintshire District Scout Council 
(Charity No: 1023503) for the year ended 31st December 2020, which are set out on pages 2 to 4.  
 
Responsibilities and basis of report 
As the charity trustees, you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts in accordance with 
the Charities Act 2011 (“the Act”).  
 
I report in respect of my examination of the Charity’s accounts carried out under section 145 of the 
2011 Act and in carrying out my examination, I have followed all the applicable directions given by 
the Charity Commission under section 145(5)(b) of the Act. 
 
Independent examiner’s statement 
I have completed my examination. I can confirm that no material matters have come to my 
attention in connection with the examination which gives me cause to believe in, any material 
respect: 

• the accounting records were not kept in accordance with section 130 of the Act; or 
• the accounts did not accord with the accounting records 

 
I have no concerns and have come across no other matters in connection with the examination to 
which attention should be drawn in this report in order to enable a proper understanding of the 
accounts to be reached.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caroline Blake FCCA 
Mclintocks NW Limited 
Chartered Accountants 
2 Hilliards Court 
Chester Business Park 
CHESTER 
CH4 9PX 
 
24 March 2021 
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FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL 
 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020  
 
 
 
 
                                                        Note                2020                  2019 

 £                     £ 
INCOME 
    
District levy 1  2,511.00  2,534.50  
International support 2  -  1,070.00  
Levy re early payment   418.50  428.00  
Youth Online Manager  3  -  1,070.00  
Badges    241.02  455.52  
Activities                           1,634.40  1,855.88  
Raffle ticket sales at AGM   -  40.00  
  
             ________           ________ 
      
Total    4,804.92  7,453.90  
             ________           ________ 
 
EXPENDITURE 
Activities   1,579.40  3,459.01  
District team expenses   463.75  87.38 
Insurance    245.18             225.18        
Lottery licence    20.00  20.00  
Training   672.41  900.00  
Youth Online Manager   1,080.00  780.00        
Miscellaneous 4  176.62  535.97  
Levy refund re early payment   418.50  428.00 
Contributions 5                          4,960.00  2,100.00 
      
             ________           ________ 
    
Total    9,615.86  8,535.54  
             ________           ________ 
 
Deficit for the Year   (4,810.94)  (1,081.64)
             ________            _______ 
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FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL 
 
BALANCE SHEET 
At 31 DECEMBER 2020 
 
 
                                                        Note                2020                  2019 

 £                    £ 
CONSOLIDATED FUND 
Balance brought Forward   23,551.18  24,567.69  
Deficit for the Year   (4,810.94)  (1,081.64) 
Interest on Building Society account    21.38  65.13  
             ________           ________ 
 
    18,761.62  23,551.18  
             ________           ________ 
 
 
REPRESENTED BY    
Building Society account 6  11,466.05  11,444.67  
Bank current account    6,235.59  8,395.86  
Cash in hand   -  236.17  
Stock of badges   1,704.60  1,427.13  
Monies due    1,552.98  638.83     
Loan to Flint Scout Group    1,340.00  1,580.00  
Loan to Sandycroft & Mancot Scout Group   -  700.00  
Monies owed                (787.60)                          (871.48) 
Monies received in advance                          (2,750.00)   - 
                           ________                          _______ 
  
    18,761.62  23,551.18  
             ________           ________ 
 
 
 
Approved by the District Executive Committee    -     Date 24 March 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
L Callaghan   D G Roberts  
Secretary                Treasurer    
Date 24 March 2021                                             Date 24 March 2021 
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FLINTSHIRE DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL 
 
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 
 
 
                  2020                  2019 

 £                     £ 
1 DISTRICT LEVY    
 Calculated on the basis of 837 (2019 - 856)  2,511.00               2,568.00 
 members @ 3.00  
 
 Incorrect Census entry                                  -                                     (33.50) 
    
                           2,511.00               2,534.50
       
   
2 INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT 
 Members (2019: 856 @ 1.25)           -     1,070.00       
                                             ________                               ________ 
     
3 YOUTH ONLINE MANAGER 
 Members (2019: 856 @ 1.25)    -       1,070.00  
                        ________           ________ 
 
  
4 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 
 Room Hire   110.50  426.00  
 AGM Expenses      -    24.00 
 Gifts   66.12  61.99 
 Website Expenses   -  23.98 - 
                           _________                        ________ 
 
                  176.62                               535.97 
                       ________           ________ 
  
 
5 CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
 Surplus funds have been utilised by contributing towards specific projects to be undertaken  
 by the Gladstone Centre (£1,000) and nine Scout Groups (£440 each). 
 
 
6 BUILDING SOCIETY     
  
 Emergency fund   8,000.00  8,000.00  
 Grant application support fund    1,000.00  1,000.00 
 Scouts representing District fund   2,070.00  2,070.00 
 Canoe Fund   396.05  374.67 
                          _________                       ________  
                 
    11,466.05  11,444.67 
                           ________            _______ 
 
 No specific levy was raised for International Support in 2020, but since the year end the  
 Committee have approved a transfer of £1,046.25 (837 @ £1.25) to the Building Society  
 Account to add to the Scouts representing District Fund. 
 
 



#SKILLSFORLIFE


